This document includes information about Tripos 2023 for all parts of the Tripos. Please scroll down for Part IB and Part II.

**MML Tripos Part IA 2023 – overview of exam arrangements for German**

The examination has both oral and written components. Some of the written components are timed assessments done in exam hall conditions (or in college if you have permission), others are take-home assessments to be completed in a specified tranche of time. More details below:

**Oral A** (*ab initio*) will be held in person on Friday 19 May and Saturday 20 May 2023. You will be informed of your examination date and time in good time.

**Oral B** (post A-Level or equivalent) will take place in person on Monday 24 April and Tuesday 25 April 2023. You will be informed of your examination date and time in good time.

**The written language papers** GEA1 and GEA2 and GEB1 and GEB2 are in-person timed assessments; they will take place in May-June 2023 and you’ll be sitting them either in a central university venue or (if you have permission) in your college. You will be informed of your examination date and time in good time.

**Paper GEA3** (*ab initio*) and GE1 will be take-home coursework examinations. You will be able to download your exam papers on Thursday 25 May 2023 at 9am, and you will have two working days to complete and upload your answers to each one. There is a maximum word count of 1200–1300 words per essay answer.

There are further specifications about how many questions to answer and which sections to choose them from; you’ll find the details on the relevant Moodle course page, as well as contact details of the course convenors, who can help you with queries.

You will find information about examinations in your other language on the relevant Section’s webpages. Please check.

Information about Classics (GL) papers for students taking either Ancient Greek or Classical Latin as one of their MML languages can be found at [https://www.classics.cam.ac.uk/student-information/undergraduate-students](https://www.classics.cam.ac.uk/student-information/undergraduate-students). Please contact the Classics Faculty for help with any questions relating to their papers.
MML Tripos Part IB 2023 – overview of exam arrangements for German

The examination has oral, video, and written components. Some of the written components are timed assessments done in exam hall conditions (or in college if you have permission), others are take-home assessments to be completed in a specified tranche of time. More details below:

**Oral B** (for students who did German ab initio in Part IA) will take place in person on Monday 24 April and Tuesday 25 April 2023. You will be informed of your examination date and time in good time.

The **Media (GEMD) component of B3** will be assessed by a video recording which you submit in week 4 of Easter Term 2023.

The **written language papers GEB1 and GEB2** (for students who did German ab initio in Part IA) and the **written component of B3, translation into German** are in-person timed assessments; they will take place in May-June 2023 and you’ll be sitting them either in a central university venue or (if you have permission) in your college.

**Scheduled papers in German** will be take-home coursework assessments which you will have two working days to complete

For every paper there are further specifications about how many questions to answer, which sections to choose them from, and the word limits for essay answers; you’ll find the details on the relevant Moodle course page, as well as contact details of the course convenors, who can help you with queries.

You will find information about examinations in your other language(s) on the relevant Section’s webpages. Please check.

Information about Classics (GL) papers for students taking either Ancient Greek or Classical Latin as one of their MML languages can be found at [https://www.classics.cam.ac.uk/student-information/undergraduate-students](https://www.classics.cam.ac.uk/student-information/undergraduate-students). Please contact the Classics Faculty for help with any questions relating to their papers.
MML Tripos Part II 2023 – overview of exam arrangements in German

Your exams in summer 2023 will be a combination of timed assessments done in exam hall conditions (or in college if you have permission) and take-home assessments to be completed in a specified tranche of time. More details below:

Paper GEC1 (translation into and out of German) will be a timed in-person examination.

GEC2 (text and culture) and German scheduled papers will be take-home coursework examinations; you will have two working days to complete each one.

For every paper there are further specifications about how many questions to answer, which sections to choose them from, and the word limits for essay answers; you’ll find the details on the relevant Moodle course page, as well as contact details of the course convenors, who can help you with queries.

You will find information about examinations in your other language(s) on the relevant Section’s webpages. Please check.

Papers taken from other Triposes are assessed in accordance with the practice of the parent Tripos: candidates are advised to check.

For information only:

The exceptions for Part IB for non-German papers are as follows:

- FR2 – five-hour online assessment;
- SP6 – assessed by in-person written examination and an oral;
- GR3, PG3, SL9, SL13 – hybrid examinations, combining a timed in-person component with a take-home component;
- LI1, LI2, LI3, LI4 – likewise hybrid examinations, combining a timed in-person component with a take-home component.

The exceptions for Part II for non-German papers are as follows:

- FR13 – five-hour online assessment;
- GR3, PG3, SL9, SL13 – hybrid examinations, combining a timed in-person component with a take-home component;
- LI6, LI9, LI11, LI15, LI16, LI17 – likewise hybrid examinations, combining either a practical or a timed in-person component with a take-home component.